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In this Great Resignation or Disengagement, How 
Do You Attract and Retain a Productive Workforce?

Suggestions from This Presentation

• Go back to growing your own workforce as a ‘conscious competent’ trainer (teacher) in your 
“learning culture”. This classroom has always been here. But now you can be a more “aware” 
teacher, by creating a learning culture sensitive to generational and social differences of 
workers. (Wilson, 1975) Workers’ individual lives are significant.  You hired them, didn’t you?

• Your ‘On Boarding’ should be a transparent and upfront engagement (See Appendix 1).These 
remarks apply to all generations. Remember, in 1776, George Washington was a 47-year-old 
Gen Xer and Alexander Hamilton was a 19-year-old Gen Z’er. Experienced Baby Boomers and 
Xers are your organizations key workers today. Millennials and Zs are your future.

• By understanding the new multi-generational workforce with its relationships and their 
potential, you can be more flexible in responding to your future organizational challenges 
(maintain, grow or change). See Appendix 5.

• Your training of this new workforce must be flexible in both operations, compensation and 
benefits designed to engage and value this new multi-generational workforce.

• Out of 66 comp/benefit plans (possible) only 46-47 cost any money from 
anybody. There are a lot of possibilities. (Whitepaper #51, Part II, Benefit 
Inventory)

We Design Benefits that Engage this 
New Multi-Generational Workforce
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What Does the U.S. Workforce Look Like?
• Multi-generational workforces are real
• 859,000 Covid-19 Deaths
• 64.1% Vaccinated (need 75%)
• 77,552,855 Unemployment Claims from 

20-2021
• 68.9 Million Separated (47 Million 

Voluntarily Quit)
• 4.5 Million  Workers Quit in Nov. 2021
• 4.3 Million Workers Quit in Dec. 2021 and 

Jan. 2022
• 75.3  Million Worker Hired in 2021 
• 4.4 Million Workers Quit in Feb. 2022
• 1.95 Million Workers are Jobless
• 3.9 Million New College Grads in 2020
• 7 Million Jobs Were Available in 2021
• Insufficient wages are offered for frontline 

service workers, so why work?
(such as janitorial, food, grocery or CNA’s) 

• 73% of Workers See Benefits as Essential, 
but employers have not listened

• 71% of Workers Use Google to do Their 
Job at Work

• 71% of Fortune 500 CEO’s fear a Labor 
Shortage in 2022

• 55% of Workers Prefer Hybrid Work (home 
3 days/week)

• 68% of Executives Want  Employees in 
Office 3 Days/week

• 41% of our Workforce is Millennials
• 30% of Leaders Fear a Loss of Corporate 

Culture with Hybrid Work
• As of 10/18/21, 59 Million US workers are 

1099/Freelancing employees. This is 24% 
of the workforce.

• 72 Million  Baby Boomer workers (30%) to 
retire over the next 15 years

Our workforce is disengaged from the employer model of work.

SHIRM 1/27/22 Statistics, DOL Statistics March 2020 – March 2021, New York Times 2/4/2022, 
CBS News 3/10/22, Growtal.com
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“Workers are now firmly in the driver’s seat as to 
where, when and how they will work.” (Collective Health, 

02/2022)

Why? Because the Pandemic changed old employment 
relationships. Here are some conditions that allowed change.

6

1. More efficient communication allowed work to be completed anywhere, 
the company was losing control.

2. Workers were no longer chained to the job by needing health insurance. 
ACA helped set the workforce free.

3. The Xs, Millennials, Generation Zs and As are also freed to not work by a 
transfer of Generation S and Baby Boomer assets to them totaling over 
$35 Trillion beginning in 2021 (U.S. Fed 7/2/21) “Who needs a job.”

4. The Depression Era idea of the value of a job is dying with the Baby 
Boomers and Silent Generation.

5. Employers who used to have control have not listened to what workers 
have wanted for a long time. There was  a gap of understanding about 
what benefits, and compensation mean between the two. (Part II 
Whitepaper #51 – 12/21/21) and Part III Here



Continued…Situations that Changed the 
Employment Relationship Triggered by the  
Pandemic Resulting in “Mass Disengagement”
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6. With the trigger of war and increased gas costs and unsolved daycare 
problems, hybrid work could become permanent. Employers who are not flexible 
could be rejected out of hand by job seekers.

7. Employers ignored the reality of a multi-generational workforce that was 
looking for more than a “job” (personal improvement, a challenge, career 
training) and did not satisfy the life needs with compensation and benefits. 

8. The “society of office friends” was broken which makes it easy for workers to 
leave.

9. There was a pause to try retirement and many took early retirement (3 million 
in 2021, 1.5 million in 2022 so far). US Dept of Labor 5/6/22



The Multi-Generational Workforce  
“Different Reality of Needs” are Real.
(2020 Population: 329.5 Million Workforce, 240 Million made up of 72 
Mill. Baby Boomers, 68 Million Gen. X, 76 Million Millennials, 23 Million 
Gen Z)

Baby Boomer (1946-1964)
72 Million Workers

Work Ethic: Workaholics, competitive
Preferred Work Environment: Democratic
Interactive Style: Team player, loves meetings
Motivated by: Recognition, being valued, and 
monetary rewards
For HR Managers, baby boomers best respond to:
• Honest, simple language on benefits 

programs and financial planning
• Financial scenarios versus conversations
• Messages about how to conserve/pass on 

their wealth to the next generation

Generation X (1965-1981)
68 Million Workers

Work Ethic: Efficient, self-reliant
Preferred Work Environment: Flexible and fun
Interactive Style: Entrepreneur
Motivated by: Freedom, removal of rules and 
time off
For HR Managers, Gen X-ers best respond to:
• Casual informational sessions 
• Benefits offerings to help build a secure future
• Information on retirement and employers 

matching 401k contribution amounts
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Continued…The Multi-Generational 
Workforce  “Different Reality of Needs” 
(2020 Population: 329.5 Million Workforce, 240 Million made up of 72 
Mill. Baby Boomers, 68 Million Gen. X, 76 Million Millennials, 23 Million 
Gen Z)

Millennials (1982-1994)
76 Million Workers

Work Ethic: Ambitious, multi-tasking, tenacious
Preferred Work Environment: Collaborative, 
creative and continuous feedback
Interactive Style: Participative
Motivated by: Autonomy, trust and time off
For HR Managers, Millennials best respond to:
• Frequent feedback on performance, both 

good and bad
• Open communication lines with HR and 

managers
• Multi-platform employee-facing 

communications about benefits  offerings, 
open enrollment, etc.

Generation Z (1995-2012)
23 Million Workers

Work Ethic: Intense, pragmatic, project oriented
Preferred Work Environment: Collaborative, fun, 
flexible and clearly defined chain of commands
Interactive Style: Entrepreneurial, face-to-face, 
teamwork
Motivated by: Opportunity for advancement, 
participatory decision making and being involved
For HR Managers, Gen Z-ers best respond to:
• Honest and open communications from HR 

and managers
• Expansive voluntary benefit offerings
• Messages about how to plan for their financial 

and physical well-being 9

Zywave, 7/2018
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Different Benefits Are Important to Different Generations (from July 2021 

Transamerica Study) The percentage of benefits that are important to workers compared to the percentage of
employers who are offering them to their employees.



The “Importance” (of certain benefits concerns between 
employers and employees) Grows Greater for the Younger 
Zs, with their Concern for Wellbeing Surfacing. Benefit 

Importance Gap Early Covid and Late Covid (from the % of Gap importance 

from May 2020 and August 2021, Transamerica Retirement Study 8/20/21, page 8/Slide 10 
and 11 Below)

Benefit Gap %
2020

Baby Boomers-
2021

Gen X
2021

Millennials
2021

Gen Z
2021

Health Insurance 17% 21% 20% 22% 29%

Life Insurance 26% 21% 30% 21% 48% *

Long Term Care 34% 52% 56%   * 51% 58% *

Disability 49% 29% 39% 46% 55% *

Critical Illness 50% 50% 56%   * 60%   * 60% *

Financial Wellness 47% 43% 52% 54% 56% *

EAP 37% 18% 40% 43% 44% 

Workplace Wellness 37% 25% 41% 46% 47% *

Cancer 49% 43% 54% 60%    *  54%  *

Total Wellbeing * 11



What Do Workers Increasingly Look for in an 
Employer? Especially younger workers.
“Ethical, Transparent Leadership that Cares”

What Employees Look for In Their Employer, by Generation 
(4 of out 12 Seek Wellbeing)

Young Millennials & 
Gen Z: 1989-2001

Older Millennials: 
1980-1988

Gen X: 
1965-1979

Baby Boomers: 
1946-1964

1. The employer cares 
about employees’ 
wellbeing.  *

1. The employer cares 
about employees’ 
wellbeing.  *

1. The employer’s 
leadership is ethical.

1. The employer’s 
leadership is ethical.

2. The employer’s 
leadership is ethical.  *

2. The employer’s 
leadership is ethical.

2. The employer cares 
about employees’ 
wellbeing.*

2. The employer cares 
about employees’ 
wellbeing. *

3. The employer is 
diverse and inclusive.

3. The employer’s 
leadership is open and 
transparent.

3. The employer cares 
about financial 
stability.

3. The employer cares 
about financial 
stability.
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To develop the next generation of organizational leaders, every employer needs to be asking: 
What do our younger workers want from their employers? In 2018, Gallup asked Gen Zs,  
Millennials, X’s and Baby Boomers what they look for most in an employer, and their answers 
were surprisingly similar. In fact, these themes have only been amplified over the past year.

This new workforce also wants personal growth. 
*See slide 10, 13, 24 and 25)                                            (2019 Gallup, HUB 2/17/22)



Our Post Pandemic Workforce also Wants 
Personal Development with a Learning Culture

• Employers should emphasize developing employee’s wellbeing 
(slide 12)

• Only 24% of workers believe their bosses have their interests 
at heart.

• 80% of Millennials said an emphasis on personal growth is the 
most important quality of a company culture.

• Learning is the #1 factor in development that Millennials 
consider when starting a new job.

• 71% of Millennials who are likely to leave you within 2 years  ‘as 
dissatisfied’ are not happy with how their leadership skills are 
being developed.

13
(R. Jenkins 2019 Manual for Millennials; CBS News 2/19/22)



We Suggest That The Culture of “Work” Must 
Change to a More “Learning Culture” to Meet a 
More Educated and Aware Workforce that Wants 
Self Improvement Along With Employment

• Work should mirror the realities of society and the nature of 
your multi-generational workforce. 

• As a society, we have become more educated and more 
diverse in every way possible (which will guarantee our ‘hybrid’ 
success). We are not a “silent” monolith of employees 
anymore.

• College degrees in US (per US Census  Bureau of Statistics.)

• 1947: 5.4% of population

• 1964: 9.3% of population

• 1981: 17.5% of population

• 2020: 39% of population
14



Over time in the U.S., each Generation has 
been more of a Habitual Learner and Open 
to How Knowledge is Applied

• The percentage of each generation between ages 18-21 that 
attended a graduate college. (Pew Research, 2/14/19)

• Baby Boomers:   25%   (workers)

• Generation X:      43%   (self-reliant/dependable/28% of workforce)

• Millennials:           52%   (ambitious)

• Generation Z:      55%   (intense)

• 41.6% of or 2020 Workforce (Millennials and Zs) are more highly 
educated and want more learning opportunities. But some are 
rethinking the singular values of college in favor of a trade or career 
to get a good wage now. (Wall Street Journal, 11/18/2020)

• “A job just does not cut it.” Expectations have changed.

• (However, a “burger flipper” must see the importance of this talent. 
Every skill serves in a person’s future.)

15



To Improve Your “Learning Culture” Your New 
Workforce Must See How it Gains from Learning 
24/7
“63% of Employees (all Generations) Prefer to Work for Organizations When 

Employees Share Unique Knowledge” (Panopto Seminar 5/15/19)

1. Learning must be “on demand” and “visual” so Millennials see 
themselves in your organization.

2. “Transformative learning” and cross-training gives workers confidence 
(increased wellbeing) and speeds learning for Millennials and Zs.

3. Internal, “open-sourced” learning, internal blogs. No silos of 
department knowledge.

4. Rabbit holes are visited only once and marked.

5. Knowledge must be used, not stored. “Knowledge is your New Asset”

6. Google is your organization’s outside “open-sourced” partner.

(Panopto 5/15/19 Seminar)
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Fire Up Your  Old and Young Workers Training with 
Internal “Open Source” Learning (see slide 19) 

OLD LEARNING “OPEN SOURCE”
SHARED KNOWLEDGE

Manuals Internal H.D. Access

Classes Free Access Videos

Ask or Call Training on Demand

Reference Services Community/Blog

Emails Text

Library Online User Content

17

(Panopto, 2/15/19)



Old Learning (Siloed Knowledge or Depts) Kills 
Progress Because they are Protectionist and 
Not Built to Communicate

They Reduce Efficiency

8 hour per week are spent by employees searching for knowledge 
or going about tasks through trial and error.

They Kill Productivity

70% of employees duplicate efforts because they don’t have 
access to other’s knowledge

Without Training on Demand

In 2019, a new employee spent 50 hours/month asking for help 
from others and wasting another person’s 50 hours.

Knowledge should be open to all – level to level and up and down 
the organization. 

New Learning is Open, Transparent and Ethical
(Panopto 5/19/19 Seminar)

18



The “Open Sourced” Learning Culture Shares 
and Builds Itself by Rewarding Transparency 
and Integrating Users and Builders

“63% of Employees (all Generations) Prefer to Work for Organizations When 
Employees Share Unique Knowledge” (Panopto Seminar 5/15/19)

19

Open-
Source 

Learning

Culture –
Encourage the 
expectation of 

finding and 
facilitate 

recognition for 
sharing.

Governance –

Go light with 
oversight and 

leverage analytics 
to promote 

relevance and 
transparency to 

users.

Tools –

Establish two-way 
mechanisms for 

feedback that are 
accessible and 

connected to the 
work.

Capability –
Demonstrate what 
“good” looks like, 

focusing on 
content, not 

visuals or acting.



Review of the Old Industrial Cultures Regimen and 
New Open Learning Culture Work Details

“When you go over details with new employees, what do they feel?” 

CLOSED OPEN

40 hours/week Flexible Work Time

Job/Description Goals/Project Oriented

No Functional Title Employee Ind. Function

Dept Regulations Internal Open Source

Limited Benefits Full Cafeteria/Benefits

Vendor Education In House Professional Educ.

Standard Education Benefit of $5,200/an. Personal Growth Plan

Employer relates to employees only in Organizational 
Chart

Employer is concerned with employee’s overall 
wellbeing (concerned with their lives)

Change comes from C-Suite down Change is operations up and C-Suite down

OSHA Standards OSHA and Ethical Standards

Provided Company Policy Book and Manual Upon 
Hire

Proper Onboarding (See Appendix 1)

Standard Job Application (Appendix 2) More Personalized Interviewing (See Appendix 3) 
Take standard application later

Assigned Parking Parking out of respect and common sense 20

From HUB 2/17/22; Armitage, 2015; Panopto Seminar 5/15/19)



What Should be Done to Adjust to the “New 
Normal” of Hybrid Work and Wellbeing Centric 
Employees? What Business Lessons Have Been 
Learned from the Pandemic?
(according to SOA Research Institute Actuarial/Gallup 9/2021) (We will send copy 

upon request)

Who Must Act?
What Groups Should Be 
Concerned

What Can Be Learned?
Recommendations, Concerns, 
Goals and Changes?

Employers and Professionals
7 comments indicated for study

Corporate function must try to mirror your 
workforce generations.
5 concerns indicated

Employers about lessons learned
7-10 comments

Must face 7-10 concerns of change = “new 
normal”

HR and Benefit Policy Changes
29 comments/concerns for study *

Vital for the employee wellbeing –
changes – 29 concerns (14 financial and 
retirement concerns) *

Actuarial Concerns
7 major concerns ***

11-12 concerns of study – 7 of which are 
retirement concerns for employers and 
employees ***

21



Checking Our Assumptions
Where are We? What Do We Understand?
about our Workforce and the Adaptation of Employers to 
What the Pandemic Has Changed?

• Multi-Generational Differences and Needs Exist

• The Millennials, Generation Zs and As are learners.

• An open source “learning culture” attracts 63% of all employees.

• If we want to hire and keep the good employees that will help us deal with the future, they 
are the Millennials and Zs. However, the X’s will allow us to get to the future. Remember 
George Washington in 1776, was an age 47 Generation Xer.

• Organizations must mirror the culture they live in. They should be “aware” when teachers of 
life counseling are becoming an HR specialty or career.

• Therefore, even the details of our organization must match the rest of the learning open 
culture or things contradict. (i.e. You are open to learning, trust and transparency, but still 
have a punch clock. Then this does not ring true with Zs.)

(A number of frontline workers may always need a punch clock.)

What have we learned about how to  value and 

grow the lives of our own workforce?? 

Do You Treat Your Business Partner as an Employee? 22



There is Still a Lack of Constructive Employer Benefit 
Reactions to What Employee’s Want  

(Care.com, 3/8/22, Gallup 2/2016, Whitepaper #51, Part II)

A - What Benefits Will 

Employer’s Prioritize 

in 2022?

B - Employer’s
Offered Benefits

2021

C – What Employee’s
Wanted?

2016

D - Employer
Benefit Concerns

2016

Retirement Plan 70% 29%    X 59%     XX

Health and Dental insurance 64% 64% 62% 37%

Mental Health Support 60% 29%     X

Paid vacation and sick days 50% 28%     X 63%     XX

Health and fitness discounts 53%

Childcare benefits 55% 29%

Learning and development 
financial budgets

55% 23%    X 20%

Home office stipends 55%

Four-day workweek 50% 53%

Paid maternity/paternity leave 47% 56%     XX

Senior care benefits/support 48%

Tuition reimbursement 45%

Commuter benefits 45%

Adoption/fertility assistance 39% 29%

Pet care benefits 34%

Life insurance 35%

Long term care 17%

23
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References for Graph on Table on Slide 23. 

Lack of Employer Actions to Respond to What Employee Wants or Needs.

Column A - Care.com 3/8/22 Survey of 501 US Corporations with 500+ 
employees. Each with workers in manufacturing, construction, 
finance/insurance and healthcare. In 20 pages, no multi-generation or 
other diversity concerns mentioned. 

Column B - Transamerica Survey August 2021 – Sensitive to the gaps of 
concern and diversity. Sample of 1,900 employers with 10,000 adults.

Column C & D – Stanley McDonald Agency, Whitepaper #51, Part II & Part 
III, 12/21/2021, page 7 (See slide 11 and 12)



The Current HR Responses to the Problem of a Very 
Competitive Market for Talent are Mostly Concerning 
Keeping Benefit Programs Competitive (SHRM 3/2022)

Concerned with “fast moving market”, talent moving around and other comments from an open 
blog. 12 Things HR People will do to have their organization keep competitive. (Only 4 of the 12 
statements remotely address the “life” needs of Gen Xers, Millennials and Gen Zs that we want to 
hire and retain in the new workforce.)

1) Ask employees what they want.

2) Offer $3,000/an. to spend on benefit options.

3) If not positive wellbeing outcomes, phase out to spend money elsewhere.

4) Review types of benefits being offered and refresh every few years.

5) Segment workers by life stages for benefit offerings.

6) Focus groups to verify why people joined the company and why they might leave.

7) Look at best benefit practices of organizations of similar size.

8) Manage your C-Suite officer. When employers start asking for feedback on benefits, they must be prepared either to 
take action on what they find or to explain why they did not. There needs to be a commitment before you start asking 
questions. Otherwise, employers risk breeding distrust among employees. Employers develop a structure for thinking 
through changes to benefits programs. Consider how well new benefits under consideration fit into the total rewards 

strategy and the organization’s overall values. See slides 10- 12.

9) Do a cost benefit analysis of benefits.

10) Measure what must improve the quality of life for employees.

11) Total rewards compensation package including job learning and career paths (as a retention tool). (See Appendix 4)

12) The old “second paycheck” total rewards statement – “you really are paid more”. (SHRM 3/2022)
25
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APPENDIX 1
On Boarding – By teaching, you prove you are a transparent “learning 
culture” that values sharing life skills and improving the lives of 
employees. You invest more time to show you are serious about your 
employees’ futures within your organization.

1) Invest knowledge in potential employees before a job offer. “We ask you for your time 
to get to know us.” Hold pre-offer mandatory classes for potential employees (should 
include spouse). First meeting held by president or V.P. You take your employees 
seriously. Include a review of open positions and basic operations, your organization’s 
history and available benefits. 63% of applicants want more benefit information early 
(even before the first meeting). (First class.) 

2) Second Class describing 1 – 2 design working areas where help is needed, and the future 
of your organization. Then the applicant is to leave a description of an area of interest to 
the applicant. 

3)    Third week, classes to answer final questions and/or interview.

4) Interview those of good character and potential. Here you finally present the offer. They 
have had benefits and all other details for 2 weeks. Hire well. You can always train. 

This better onboarding will increase retention by 82%. (SHRM 2016; JellyVision and 

BusinessSolvers, 2018; Harris Poll, 2016)



APPENDIX 2
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Appendix 4 –
Estimates of Turnover Costs per 100 Employees per Year (Resigned or 
Terminated) (Figures just for cost perspective – no hard organization numbers.)

Industry Turnover 
Rate

Cost per Year = Loss of Experience and Future 
Worth

EE Rank 1
$31,000

Total Comp

EE Rank 2
$80,000

Total Comp

EE Rank 3
$150,000

Total Comp

EE Rank 4
$200,000

Total Comp

*

1) Service 10.7 $331,700 $856,000 - - 1 X

2)Management/Business 5.7 $171,700 $457,000 $855,000 $1,140,000 3 X

3) Finance/Insurance 2.7 $83,700 $216,000 $405,000 $540,000 6 X

4) Medical/Hospital 3.2 $99,200 $256,000 $480,000 $640,000 10 X

5) Construction 5.3 $164,300 $424,000 $795,000 - 5  X

6) Transportation 3.5 $108,500 $280,000 $525,000 - 3 X

7) Information 
Technology

2.6 $80,500 $205,000 $390,000 $520,000 7 X

29

* See slide 30 - Valuation= loss or gain in value if you stay. 
Note: You make money with retention after hiring and purposeful training. You 
save (or make) $1,000,000+ by retaining. (Note: Check your Federal Retention 
Credit)

(Stanley McDonald Agency Whitepaper #51, Part II 12/21/21) 



Appendix 4 Reference - Estimating Valuation 
of a Loss or Gain in  Getting an Experienced 
Hire or an Idea of the Investment Needed to 

Retain an Employee

Note: The multiple numbers are estimates of money lost for loss 
of experience, reputation, corporate memory, connections and 
the cost to retrain. 

1) The higher the number times the years also put value on 
career training that is valuable. It’s what your organization 
loses, and…

2) As a retention tool – this is an estimate of what you could be 
willing to invest in a level (rank for compensation equals 
salaries and benefits) of employee if they stay.
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Appendix 5



Stanley McDonald Agency Design Grids
1) S.D. Census

2) Benefit Inventory
3) Workforce Summary

4) Retention Design
5) Benefit Recommendations

“Topsy was not a designer or a planner“

Thank you to the La Crosse Public Library Reference Department 
and the IFEBP Research Staff, the employers who shared their 

opinion and examples, John Sarnowski and “Rescarta” (non-
profit, open-source digitization for businesses and libraries), Kim 

Linton for presentation help, and Tom Brock (retired Altra V.P.) 
for insightful comments. 

Cordially, Dave 32


